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An experience you won't find anywhere else…

Shikoku Guide｜Agreement of using page specifically for travel agency

Shikoku Guide(http://Shikoku-guide.com/) is website running by Lreic Co.,Ltd.

We serve a variety of services for travel agency on their own page of website.

Please confirm Terms of Use below when you would like to issue password for use by travel agency.

It is possible to be issued and get password only when you agree with policy.

In that case, our staff email you new password before updating.

Please use new password after the day of updating.

Browse and download a variety of data

Copyright belongs to any publisher so prohibited addicting or correcting anything without permission. 

Password management 

Possibly using own page for use by travel agency of Shikoku Guide website after we have issued password.

You freely share the issued password in your company.

Please be careful when you manage password because sharing and leaking are prohibited.

There are any case of updating password regularly because of security problem.

Copyright on photos belongs to us or the photographer and prohibited retouch images without permission.

We haven't any larger photos than we put on web site.

Using them on website or media against public policy ex.adult content site is prohibited.

Do not use photos for content, movie, propaganda including illegal, false, slanderous defamation or advertisement.

Redistribution or provide download data to a third party prohibited.

Prohibited redistribution or providing downloaded data to outsider.

※No problems with that travel agency issued password share information within the company. (charge T/C include)

We do not take responsibility or liabilities for any diffence from data listed on so please note that.

Browse and download image data 

※No problems with that travel agency issued password share information within the company. (charge T/C include)

Please contact us from contact foam if you would like to publish image.

Sale products of the tour

Target sale products

We present products are saling at Shikoku-Guide 10 percent discount the regular price on website for travel agency.

※Pleae be noted that any products are saled same price as general ones.

Product details 

Please confirm product details and sale price at Shikoku-Guide website.

Product details or price could be changed or canceled without notice.

When changes may happen, applyer before the date of changing (shown on the website) would be

Applier after the date of changing would be applied for condition after changing.

We apply for condition noted above in accordance with the date of campaign starting when you perform each campaign.

We do not have stock only for travel agency so we share product stocks and general sales one too. 
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Application for product 

When you apply for product, please apply by"reservation form only for travel agency"on webpage for them.

※Please be careful that we would sale product general price when you apply from general sales page.

Cancellation policy

Apply for cancel policy written down on each tour page.

Outline after application of the tour

After applying for the tour, we email "CONFIRMATION  LETTER" 

(A) customer representative  (B) person in charge described from Shikoku-Guide.

Please bring “CONFIRMATION  LETTER” on the phone etc or printed out on that day. 

Payment

Usage charge

Month-end closing and send person in charge the month's invoice by PayPal.

After you get the invoice please pay it within 20 days.

When it happens cancellation, we send to the invoice including cancellation fee provided.

Please confirm that payment is by Japanese-Yen or PayPal.

We cover PayPal settlement commission and you must cover exchange commission to Japanese-Yen.

It is possible to transfer money only for international travel agency. And also you must have bank account in Japan.

Please burden bank transfer fee at your expense.

Please check below if you would like to transfer money.

I have bank account in Japan and would like to transfer money.

Company Name

No need to pay charge, for example annual fee, monthly fee, registration fee and etc at all when you use the website.

No extra charge  excluding the tour fee applying for at all. 

Discussion / Jurisdiction / Governing law

We shall be deemed having duty to cooperate to solve problems about paragraphs what do not set forth yet

or ambiguities. If we need to file a suit, it will be in Takamatsu district court. 

And the agreement comply with the Japanese law and is interpreted as Japanese law.

Agree with provision noted above and offer you issue password.

Representative E-mail Address

Address

Phone Number

Representative Name
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